
- Confident: Easily able to communicate
opinions and ideas
- Team work: experience in working in a
team and sharing knowledge and
opinions
- Self-Disciplined and organised

Sixth form committee:
- Helped to organise the events held in
the sixth form community, like fancy
dress events
-Recorded and helped to keep the
committee organised in the meetings

Prom committee:
-Helped to organise the details of our
Year 11 Prom

Organised leavers hoodies in Secondary
School: 
-I had to communicate with the
company, with follow-ups on design
from my fellow students and keep the
student body updated on the progress
of the hoodies

My aims:
As your Events Secretary I hope to:

- Hold more socials, in and outside
Room 6 of the LUU (for example
Boodle Fights and maybe even
trying tinikling!)

- Hold more collaborative events
with the other asian societies of
Leeds University, to explore the
different cultures in our local
community

-Collaborate with other Filipino
societies outside Leeds

- Hold socials which are low-cost
and can cater to all types of
people (whether you're
introverted, a non-drinker etc)

- Be someone you can easily talk
to about any events you wish to
be held, and I will try and get that
sorted

-Keep you updated on any
changes in schedule for events
and such

Experience:

Skills:

Danica Bowles for
Events Secretary

Hi! I'm Danica, and I'm hoping to be your next Events Secretary. I'm
currently a first year History student from Nottingham. I was born in

the UK, and I am only half Pinay, but FilSoc has allowed me to be
more involved in my Filipino culture and experience it more with

others. I may not be able to speak Tagalog, (but I am working it!), but
I can bring out some Spanish if needed 😊. If elected as Events
Secretary, I would love to be a voice for the community in the

committee and broaden our experiences as a society!


